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“The” item for Hydrology of Undisturbed Soil 
Samples 0-2 Bar, Lab or Field

The Tempe Cell Model 1400 has for years been a staple of accurate hydraulic 
properties of soils. Developed at the University of Arizona, Tempe, it’s found 
numerous uses in all areas of soil water flow relationships. It’s based on 
undisturbed soil cores obtained in the field, easily prepared from precision brass 
retaining rings in either 2.25 in (5.72 cm) outside diameter or the larger 3.50 in 
(8.85 cm) outside diameter rings. The rings for undisturbed soil samples come 
in 3cm (1.18 in) or 6cm (2.36 in) heights, other materials and longer lengths 
available for soil columns. Made from strong clear acrylic with O-ring seals on 
both top and bottom surfaces for all sealing. Comes complete with a selection of 
ceramics 0-2 Bars (0-200kPa) base plates with various flow rates. Cylinders and 
hold downs sold separately see Model 1403TL series. If you're doing saturated 
flows, water retention characteristics or the measurement of other hydraulic 
properties there’s simply nothing better, or better proven, with years of reliable 
performance than the model 1400 series

SPECIFICATIONS: Customer must specify 1403TL Cylinder Series for Length and Type of 
Cylinders used. 
2.25 in Dia. Tempe Cell, 2-1/4 in (5.72 cm) Diameter, Weight 1.25lbs (0.57 kgs)
1400D2.25-B0.5M2 Tempe, 2-1/4”Dia, .5 bar, HF plate,
1400D2.25-B01M1 Tempe, 2-1/4”Dia, 1 bar STD plate,
1400D2.25-B01M3 Tempe, 2-1/4”Dia, 1 bar HF plate,
1400D2.25-B02M1 Tempe, 2-1/4”Dia, 2 bar STD plate,

3.50 in Dia. Tempe Cell, 3.50 in (8.89 cm) Diameter, Weight 2.26 lbs (1.03 kgs) 
1400D3.50-B0.5M2 Tempe, 3-1/2”Dia, .5 bar, HF plate,
1400D3.50-B01M1 Tempe, 3-1/2”Dia, 1 bar STD plate,
1400D3.50-B01M3 Tempe, 3-1/2”Dia, 1 bar HF plate,
1400D3.50-B02M1 Tempe, 3-1/2”Dia, 2 bar STD plate,
(CYLINDER AND HOLD DOWNS NOT INCLUDED –SEE MODEL 1403DTL )

Today everyone has different needs and requirements. From making hydraulic 
measurements and determining flow characteristics to modeling soil surfaces 
columns, it’s important to have the right retaining materials. The Tempe Cell now 
sports a variety of cylinder materials as well as the usual brass retaining rings. 
Find the right material for your job. By adding a “U1” at the end of the number 
we’ll include the all studs, wing nuts, washers to get you going. If you already 
have a Tempe the right size and want simply a different material just use the 
number as is. All materials are of premium quality and specified dimensions.

SPECIFICATIONS:
1403 CYLINDER SETS FOR 1400 SERIES - REMEMBER ADDING A “U1” TO THE NUMBER, ADDS STUDS, 
WING NUTS, HARDWARE.

CLEAR ACRYLIC “PA” CYLINDERS – Remember to add a U1 at the end of the number for hardware to be included. 
1403D2.25TPA L06, 2.25" dia. 6" long.1403D2.25TPAL12, 2.25"dia. 12” long, 1403D2.25TPAL18, 2.25"dia. 18” long
1403D3.50TPAL06, 3.50" dia, 6" long.1403D3.50TPAL12, 3.50"dia. 12” long, 1403D3.50TPAL18, 3.50"dia. 18” long

CLEAR PVC “PV” CYLINDERS – Remember to add a U1 at the end of the number for hardware to be included. 
1403D2.25TPV L06, 2.25" dia. 6”long.1403D2.25TPVL12, 2.25" dia. 12” long, 1403D2.25TPVL18, 2.25" dia. 18” long
1403D3.50TPVL06, 3.50" dia, 6" long. 1403D3.50TPVL12, 3.50" dia. 12” long. 1403D3.50TPVL18, 3.50” dia. 18” long

CLEAR POLYCARBONATE “PC” CYLINDERS – Remember to add a U1 at the end of the number for hardware to be included. 
1403D2.25TPC L06, 2.25" dia. 6” long. 1403D2.25TPCL12, 2.25 "dia. 12” long, 1403D2.25TPCL18, 2.25 dia. 18” long
1403D3.50TPCL06, 3.50" dia, 6" long. 1403D3.50TPCL12, 3.50 "dia. 12” long. 1403D3.50TPCL18, 3.50” dia. 18” long

STAINLESS STEEL “MS” CYLINDERS – Remember to add a U1 at the end of the number for hardware to be included. 
1403D2.25TMS L06, 2.25"dia. 6” long. 1403D2.25TMSL12, 2.25" dia. 12” long, 1403D2.25TMSL18, 2.25" dia. 18” long
1403D3.50TMSL06, 3.50" dia, 6" long. 1403D3.50TMSL12, 3.50" dia. 12” long. 1403D3.50TMSL18, 3.50” dia. 18” long

For undisturbed cores used Model 200 206MSL03, 2.25" dia. 3 cm long, 206MSL06 2.25" dia. 6 cm long 
 Model 212 212MSL03, 3.50" dia. 3 cm long, 212MSL06 3.50"dia. 6 cm long 

BRASS “MB” CYLINDERS – Remember to add a U1 at the end of the number for hardware to be included. 
1403D2.25TMB L06, 2.25" dia. 6” long. 1403D2.25TMBL12, 2.25" dia. 12” long, 1403D2.25TMBL18, 2.25" dia. 18” long
1403D3.50TMBL06, 3.50" dia, 6" long. 1403D3.50TMBL12, 3.50 "dia. 12” long. 1403D3.50TMBL18, 3.50” dia. 18” long

For undisturbed cores use Model 200 - 206MBL03, 2.25" dia. 3 cm long, 206MBL06 2.25" dia. 6 cm long 
 Model 212 - 212MBL03, 3.50 in dia. 3 cm long, 212MBL06 3.50 in dia. 6 cm long

Choose from, Brass, Clear PVC, Clear Acrylic, Clear 
Polycarbonate, and Stainless

1403DTL CYLINDER SETS FOR 1400 TEMPE CELLS

1400D TEMPE CELLS

1400D2.25 Series (typ)

When assembled with 1403L Cylinder

SOIL



The complete mobile setup for vacuum /pressure 
extraction and soil hydrology studies
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There are times when you’d like to have a portable soils lab to get 
reasonable moisture retention curves for the 1 Bar range or do some flow 
studies in a remote location without compressors or electricity. Why not 
consider the model 1428 K series for doing those tests right on the spot. 
It’s all packed away in a waterproof case for easy transport and includes 
everything you’ll need. 1428K1 Remote Tempe Kit, for vacuum extractions 
- Includes 5ea. 1400D2.25-B1M5 Tempe Cells with 5 ea. 206L06TB Brass 
Cylinders 6cm long - all assembled and ready to go. In addition there's 
2005G2 Vacuum Hand Pump with gauge, Pressure - Vacuum Reservoir 
with 5 port inlet (not shown), 5ea. 50 ml vacuum flask (not shown), 1ea. 
battery operated scale 500 gm -.01g precision (not shown), Specialized 
Tempe Stand (for 5 Tempe's) and all associated clamps, tubing, tees to get 
it all up and running. 1428K2 Remote Tempe Kit, for pressure or vacuum 
extractions replaces the 2005G2 Vacuum Pump with our portable 2008 
Electric Pressure/Vacuum pump housed in its own separate carrying case 
(not shown see product 2008) and 5 ea. 1405B02M1 Tempe porous plates, 
2.25 dia., 2 Bar. for pressure extraction to 2 Bars. 

SPECIFICATIONS:
1428K1 REMOTE TEMPE KIT, Vacuum Extraction Kit, Includes, 5ea. 1400D2.25, Vacuum
 Flasks, Hand Vacuum Pump,
 Vacuum /Pressure Reservoir, Special Tempe Stand, associated hoses connectors.
 In carrying case.
1428K2 REMOTE TEMPE KIT, Pressure/ Vacuum Extraction Kit, 5ea. 1400D2.25, Vacuum
 Flasks, 2008 Pres./Vacuum Pump, Vacuum Flasks, Vacuum /Pressure
  Reservoir, Special Tempe Stand, 5ea 
 1405B02M1 2 Bar Plates, associated hoses connectors. In carrying case.
ACCESSORY ITEMS
0200 SOIL CORE SAMPLER, using 6cm long brass or stainless steel cylinders
6952V12-110 12VDC to 110 VAC charger for the 2008 Pressure / Vacuum pump.

The Model 1425 is a good choice for mounting Tempe's under test. The 
Model 1425 will hold 5 individual 1400D2.25 Tempe Cells or 4 ea. of the 
larger 1400 D3.50 sizes. Both are made from light weight aluminum and 
epoxy coated for rugged water rich environments that they'll be exposed 
to. Common drain channel is provided in the structure and top slit allows 
the base plate to easily drain into the channel drain. 

SPECIFICAITONS:
1425 TEMPE CELL STAND, Holds 5ea.- 1400D2.25, or 4ea. 1400D3.50
 Length 18.5” L X 5” W X 6” H (46.9cm L X 12.7cm W X 15.2cm H)
 Weight 2.0 lbs. (0.9 kgs). (Tempes Cells Sold Separately)

The simple and utilitarian stand for 1400 Tempe Cells 

1425 TEMPE CELL STAND

1428K REMOTE TEMPE KIT 
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A massive collection of flow cell possibilities for your 
column-soil profile testing
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The Model 1440DL Series of Flow Cells are columns, designed for 
measuring the hydraulic properties of porous materials, and the 
movement of chemicals in soil. Typical uses are for modeling water-
retention curves, saturated and unsaturated hydraulic conductivities, 
contaminant and gas transport parameters, and for break-through curves. 
Designed for saturation to 600 mb suctions each unit is constructed 
from sturdy clear acrylic for "see through" experimentation and held 
together with hardy stainless steel hardware for years of use. All units 
come assembled, including support screens and filter membranes for 
quick contact / high flow capabilities with interior soils.
Easy assembly, interchangeable parts, with a variety of porous end 
sections, supplied in a wide selection of diameters and lengths you can 
create almost any hydraulic profile. We can also provide tensiometer data 
logging ports as required with the accessory 1710P series Tensiometer 
Transducer Assemblies and Model 1442 Laboratory Stands will support 
2 Cells of the same size.

SPECIFICATIONS:
1440DL Series Flow Cells, in a Variety of Diameters and Lengths -combine Diameters and
 Lengths when ordering. (see example below) 
 OD Sizes D1.50 = 1.5”(3.81cm) dia., D2.00=2.0”(5.08cm) dia.
 D2.50=2.5”(6.35cm) dia., D3.00= 3.0" (7.62cm) dia., D3.50=3.5”(8.89cm) dia.
 D4.00=4.0" (10.16) Dia, D5.25=5.25”(13.34cm) dia.
 Standard Lengths L06= 6.0” (15.24 cm) length, L12=12.0” (30.48 cm) length,
 L24=24” (60.96 cm) Length

 EXAMPLE TO ORDER - a 3" (7.62cm) diameter Flow Cell x 12" long
 would be ordered as follows = Model 1440D3.00L12 

 We can also provide specialized services for fabrication of monitoring
 ports on flow cylinders and other specialized needs.

If your lab already has the needed equipment to work with flow cells 
you're in luck. If not consider the purchase of a flow cell system. Every 
thing you need will be provided. Flow cells, Marriott Bubbler, Stand, 
clamps containers etc., simply add soil and start a K-Sat measurement. 
Marriott Bubbler constructed of clear acrylic for easy calibrations, your 
selection of 1440DL series Flow cells, heavy duty lab stand (holds up to 
3 bubblers), connection tubing, and accessory containers.

SPECIFICATIONS:
1441 DL Flow Cell Systems, are based on 1440 series Flow Cells -combined Diameters and
 Lengths when ordering. (see example below) 
 Flow Cell Diameters D1.50 = 1.5”(3.81cm) dia. , D2.00=2.0”(5.08cm) dia.,
 D2.50=2.5”(6.35cm) dia., D3.00= 3.0" (7.62cm) dia., D3.50=3.5”(8.89cm) dia. 
 D4.00=4.0" (10.16) Dia, D5.25=5.25”(13.34cm) dia.
 Flow Cell Lengths L06= 6.0” (15.24 cm) length, L12=12.0” (30.48 cm) length,
 L24=24” (60.96 cm) Length
 Standard Packages (PKG) PKG01= 1ea Flow Cell, System, PKG03=3 ea. Flow
 Cells, System, PKG06= 6 ea. Flow Cells, System

 EXAMPLE TO ORDER choose the Flow Cell you'd like to use, for instance a
 3" (7.62cm) diameter Flow Cell x 12" long, and you want a 3 cell system you'd
 order Model 1441D3.00L12PKG03
 Please contact us if you need to mix flow cells in multiple system packages
 (PKG03, PKG06) 

Need more than a cell? Get a complete system of 1, 3 
or 6 cells ready to go

1441DL FLOW CELL SYSTEMS

1440DL SERIES FLOW CELLS



An easy and reliable way to measure chemicals-salt 
transport in soils
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Our 1440DL Series Test Cell is used to study the movement of water and 
contaminants, tracers, nutrients, colloids, etc. through soil. The Test Cells have 
multiple testing functions. Primarily they are used as Flow Cells designed to 
measure the hydraulic properties (both saturated and un-saturated hydraulic 
conductivity) of porous matter; contaminant and gas transport parameters, 
and for break-through curves. In their least function, they can be used to 
determine moisture retention relationships on disturbed columns. You get 
precision control of application parameters using programmable 10 port 
specialty syringe pump in determining the solution provided. 3ml syringes 
provided with the system with other sizes available separately in 6 and 10 ml 
volumes. The system requires 1440DL Series of Flow Cells (sold separately) 
to hold soil samples under study. The large evacuated Column Transport 
Chamber allows for fraction collection of up to 3 flow cells mounted on the 
acrylic cover. Comes Complete.

SPECIFICATIONS:
1448 COLUMN TRANSPORT SYSTEM, for 3ea. 1440DL Flow Cells, complete with syringe
 pump,. Will require additional 1440DL Flow Cells sold separately.

Shipping Information:
 5 Boxes 10 Cubic Feet, 92 lbs

If you have access to a logger or other data collecting device then why not install or 
have Soilmoisture create access ports in your 1400 Tempe or 1440 Flow. Create 
a 3/8in NPT female thread in your cylinder to accept the 8050V Tensiometer / 
Transducer. The easily installed nylon bulkhead fitting with 3 way valuve and 
small ¼ in (.635 cm) diameter porous cup x .5 in (1.27 cm) long fit easily into the 
column wall for intimate contact with the soil profile. Valve provides filling and 
evacuation of the tensiometer cup attached to trandsucer. This is a temperature 
compensated, output calibrated, transducer with +/- 15 psi (103 kPa), 100 mV FS 
span, with a 6.6mV/psi sensitivity. Supply voltage required 10 -15 Vdc.

SPECIFICATIONS: 
8050V12P15 COLUMN TENSIOMETER / TRANSDUCER, 0-100 mV FS span,
 +/- 15PSI, temp comp, output cal. with valve and bulkhead fitting. 

Measure soil suction values within your soil column, 
monitor gradient and flux -27/7/365

The elegant and easy way to mount 1440 flow cells for 
your experiments

8050VP COLUMN TENSIOMETER / TRANSDUCER

1442DT ACRYLIC FLOW CELL STAND 

1448 COLUMN TRANSPORT SYSTEM

SOIL HYDROLOGY

The elegant flow cell stand is simple and provides an elevated and stable 
platform to carry out any number of experiments. The one piece, ½” 
(1.27in) thick acrylic stand comes in 3 and 6 cell capacities. Tell us the 
flow cells you'll be using on the stand and we'll custom make one just for 
your setup. A beautiful addition to your work. 

SPECIFICATIONS:
1442DT ACRYLIC FLOW CELL STAND
Tell us the 1440 Flow Cells you'll be using, specify the diameter and either a T3 = 3 Cell
 capacity or T6 = 6 Cell capacity
ORDERING EXAMPLE 1442D2.25T3 provides a stand for 1-3 Cells being 2.25" in diameter. 

Column Accessory
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The fastest way to get Field Soil Hydraulic Data in 3D, 
the data of natural flow patterns
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Too often measurements of hydraulic properties have been confined to vertical 
parameters only, take hours of time and are not related in many ways to the reality of 3 
dimensional flow in nature. The Guelph has been a break through in the science of soil 
permeability allowing for multiple depth, multiple head heights all in the same bore hole. 
Measurements are based on both vertical (gravity) and lateral (capillary) flow from a 
point source of known head height forming saturated flow patterns as would be the 
case in nature. The ideal instrument obtaining in-situ hydraulic conductivity data, when 
designing a Landfill Site for Monitoring Hazardous Waste Disposal or Hydrological 
Investigations in Drainage or Soil Erosion Studies. The model 2800K1 Guelph 
Permeameter is an easy to use instrument for quickly and accurately measuring in-situ 
hydraulic conductivity, generally less than 20 minutes. These quick measurements, 
at various depths will provide efficiency of irrigation and drainage, optimizing the 
availability of water for plants, improving the yield of crops and minimizing erosion. 
This instrument with accessory items 2805D Pressure Infiltrometer attachments can 
also be used to check clay liners in water and solution holding farms. Constructed 
of tough polycarbonate and acrylic, it has no items to corrode or get plugged over 
years of use. The stand included with the unit allows for easy setup and take down in 
a matter of minutes. The valve at the base of the reservoirs allows you to choose an 
inner (for very low flow soils) and larger outer reservoir capacity (for moderate and high 
flow soils). Measurement with the Guelph Permeameter may be made from 0 to 20-ft 
(610-cm) depth. Meeting the requirements of ASTM – 5126, our permeameters and 
infiltrometers are rugged field ready kits that are lightweight and durable, and can be 
operated by one person.

SPECIFICATIONS:
2800K1 GUELPH PERMEATER KIT, complete in carrying case, with auger, filling bottle,
 dual reservoirs, hand vacuum pump, stand and instructions.
 50” L X 17.5” W X 6” H (132.1x44.4x15.2 cm)
 Weight 44 lbs. (19.9 kg) 
 Operating Range 10ˉ² cm/s to 10ˉ⁶ cm/s. 
 Operating Depth 6”-15” (15-38 cm) (standard) or 6”-20’ (15-610cm) (extended)
 Volume.0.9 gal (3.5 liter)
 Water container 2.9 gal (11 liter)

The 2805D series provides a confining vertical element to assess the 
integrity of clay liners or other soil barriers to solution impoundments. If 
the specifications for a clay soil liner having a maximum flow value it's 
important to be able to test the actual constructed liner. With the 2805D 
and a 2800 Guelph you can do just that. The Pressure Infiltrometer 
comes in 10 cm (3.93") Diameter or 20 cm ( 7.87") Diameter version for 
your needs. Constructed of steel and nickel plated it's meant for years 
of use in the field. The attachment is driven into the liner and the Guelph 
attached and a reasonable head height established and the permeability 
determined for several head heights at the site. Done at several points 
within the liner or containment area the overall permeability is established 
using standard calculations. 

SPECIFICATIONS 
2805D10 PRESSURE INFLITROMETER ATTACHMENT,
 10 cm diameter Length 10” L X 10” W X 10” H (25.4cm L X 25.4cm W X 25.4cm H)
 Weight 4.4 lbs. (1.9 kgs)
2805D20 PRESSURE INFILTROMETER ATTACHMENT,
 20 cm diameter Length 10” L X 10” W X 10” H (25.4cm L X 25.4cm W X 25.4cm H)
 Weight 9.6 lbs. (4.3 kgs)

The easy way to measure permeability in ponded 
situations, soil liner capabilities

2805D PRESSURE INFILTROMETER ATTACHMENT

2800K1 GUELPH PERMEAMETER KIT

model 2805D10 

model 2805D20 



The easiest way to measure soil surface flow characteristics
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Often it's the soil surface that will determine the flow of water applied by 
irrigation or storm that makes it into the sub surface. The soil surface will 
determine in large part the runoff for watersheds, or the ability to recharge 
the subsurface over a rainy season all extremely important to environmental 
health or determining flooding hazards. These measurements also apply 
to understanding irrigation efficiencies, infiltration rates, plant rooting 
preferences, and where runoff to furrow or channel can be expected. The 
2825 can measure these changing surface conditions caused compaction, 
and settling that effect water sorptivity and permeability into the soil. 2825 
Tension Permeameter sorptivity measurements help discriminate between 
gravity and capillarity flow through near surface soils structures. It uses the 
Guelph 2800 proven rugged polycarbonate and Santoprene body with a 
reservoir capacity of either 3.18 L (both reservoirs) or 235 ml (inner reservoir 
only) The model 2825 is a 20 cm (7.87 in) diameter Tension Infiltrometer 
attachment that fits directly onto a Guelph 2800 and provides accurate 
reservoir and flow data. The 2825 separate Marriott Bubbler provides 
the tension head of 0 - 22 mb of tension. Constructed from rugged clear 
polycarbonate base that includes a heavy duty special porous plastic plate 
(vapor ionized for permanent hydrophilic behavior), acrylic Marriot Bubbler 
and polycarbonate attachment tube. The 2825K1 Tension Infiltrometer Kit 
is a "stand alone" unit and comes complete with Guelph Body Reservoir, 
filling container, hand pump telescoping carrying case for Guelph Reservoir 
and backpack for all other Tension Attachment items.

SPECIFICATIONS:
2825 TENSION INFILTROMETER ATTACHMENT, comes complete with attachment tube &
 Marriot Bubbler for use with 2800 Guelph 
 Accessories 10” L x 10”W x 10”H (25cmx25cmx25cm) Weight 3.5 lbs. (1.6 kg)
2825K1 TENSION INFILTROMETER KIT, stand alone configuration, complete with Guelph
 Body, Marriott Bubbler, hoses ,
 Carrying case for Guelph Reservoir and backpack for other Tension Attachments.
 Accessories 72” L x 13”W x 13”H (182cmx33cmx33cm) Weight 15 lbs. (6.8 kg)

Results are plainly clear when you’re using the 2826 series of Tension 
Infiltrometers since everything is produced from crystal clear acrylic 
allowing you to see it all. Made from durable acrylic, this unit is light weight 
and easy to tote to the field. A great tool for the lab as well in teaching 
others. When more precise and accurate measurements are required, one 
may think of using a smaller D08 size infiltrometer which will measure with 
more sensitivity due to its smaller reservoir and accelerated water drops. 
The 2826 are porous membrane surface interface designs for speedy 
reactions. The 2826D20 Reservoir holds 1.65 Liters and the smaller D08 
model reservoir holds 410 ml, bubbler is similar for both having 0-28 mb 
of tension settings. The model 2826D Tension Infiltrometer comes in two 
sizes a 3.1” (8-cm) or 7.8” (20-cm) diameter system. With adjustable head 
heights, low volume of water used to obtain qualified data, and the ability 
to add pressure transducers to automate, makes the 2826D a serious 
choice for the researcher. A field rugged carrying case is a valuable option 
for this unit protecting your instrument and investment during transport 
and storage. To add this feature add “CS” to the product number.

SPECIFICATIONS:
2628D08 Series 
2826D08 TENSION INFILTROMETER, 8 cm dia. tension disc., comes complete no carrying case
2826D08CS TENSION INFILTROMETER, 8 cm dia. tension disc, comes complete with case.
2826D08UCS CARRYING CASE, for 2826D08 Tension Infiltrometer, only no infiltrometer

2628D08 Series 
2826D20 TENSION INFILTROMETER, 20 cm dia. tension disc., comes complete no carrying case
2826D20CS TENSION INFILTROMETER, 20 cm dia. tension disc, comes complete with case.
2826D20UCS CARRYING CASE, for 2826D20 Tension Infiltrometer, only no infiltrometer
 In the case Dim. 42" L x 15" W x 10" H (106.7"cm L x 38.1cm W x 25.4cm H),
 Weight 21 lbs (9.5 kgs)
 No case Dim. 41" L x 11" W x 10" H (104.1"cm L x 27.9cm W x 25.4cm H),
 Weight 13 lbs (5.9 kgs)

Light weight, portable tension infiltrometers for field or lab

2826D TENSION INFILTROMETERS

2825 TENSION INFILTROMETER ATTACHMENT

SOIL HYDROLOGY
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The original method for determining permeability in 
soils
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Often used by regulatory entities for determinations of leach lines spacing 
for sewage treatment, runoff determinations this was the standard for 
decades and remains so in many areas today. It’s even more important 
in today’s world with increased cost of water, increased needs to not 
pollute the environment while improving the efficiency of irrigation and 
drainage. It’s an ASTM D3385-03 Standard Test Method. The 2830K1 is 
based on continued vertical flow from a falling head source. Our double 
ring system uses an inner pond and outer pond to obtain one dimensional 
flow rates using the falling head procedure. Using the installing “cross” 
the inner ring is driven into the ground and a second bigger ring around 
that to help control the flow of water through the first ring. A float support 
bar is placed across the smaller ring and then filled with water. The 
operator records how much water infiltrated by measurement of the float 
level within the smaller inner ring. Made from strong galvanized steel 
with three ring set pairs (11.02 in. & 20.9 in. diameters), (12.6 in. & 22.4 
in diameters), (11.8 in. & 21.7 in diameters). The 2830K1 provides all the 
equipment necessary to perform the standard Double Ring Infiltrometer 
method for infiltration rates

SPECIFICATION: 
2830K1 DOUBLE RING INFLITROMETER KIT, complete with 3 ring sets,
 installing hardware and removal hooks. 

SHIPPING INFORMATION:
 2830K1 26” L x 26” W x 20” H (65 x 65 x50 cm) Weight: 110 lbs. (50 kgs)

If you're doing a number of K-sat tests in a laboriously and time 
consuming manner think about a faster better way. The 2828 Saturated 
Soil Permeability System is your answer to those needs. The knowledge 
of soil saturated flow and its movement in soil is important for planning 
irrigation runoff and drainage limits or any other agricultural, environmental 
and hydrological research studies that deal with rainy and wet conditions. 
Knowing the air / water relationships that effect permeability and flow 
through a soil determines ponding and outflows of watersheds and wetlands 
for instance. Durable construction, burettes, reservoir, recirculation pump 
all make it a complete system, just add water. Features include adjustable 
head heights of 2mm to 20mm, constant or falling head measurements. 
In the “closed system” configuration, one may use special test fluids or 
specific water qualities to investigate K-Sat. In the “open system,” only 
water is used and a separate water supply is required. The models 
2828K10 or 2828K25 are laboratory test sets for the measurement of 
Saturated Hydraulic Conductivity (K-Sat) on undisturbed cores of 2.08 
inch (53mm) or 2.36 inch (60 mm) diameters. The undisturbed cores can 
be taken in soil sample rings with the soil sample ring kit 0199K1. The 
2828K10 set-up handles up to 10 cores samples simultaneously or the 
2828K25 can handle up to 25 individual core samples. 

SPECIFICATION: 
2828K10V1 SATURATED SOIL PERMEABILITY SYSTEM, 110 V AC-60 Hz., comes
 complete,33” L x 26” W x 52” H (84x62x130 cm) Weight 77 lbs. (35 kg)
2828K10V2 SATURATED SOIL PERMEABILITY SYSTEM , 230 V AC -50 Hz., comes
 complete, 33” L x 26” W x 52” H (84x62x130 cm) Weight 77 lbs. (35 kg)
2828K25V1 SATURATED SOIL PERMEABILITY SYSTEM, 110 VAC -60 Hz, comes
 complete, 40” L x 29” W x 52” H (100x73x130 cm), Weight 121 lbs. (55 kg)
2828K25V2 SATURATED SOIL PERMEABILITY SYSTEM, 230 VAC -50 Hz, comes
 complete , 40” L x 29” W x 52” H (100x73x130 cm), Weight 

Get fast saturated soil permeability tests (K-SAT) in 
the laboratory for a lot of samples

2828KV SATURATED SOIL PERMEABILITY SYSTEM

2830K1 DOUBLE RING INFILTROMETER KIT


